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When the singlet-doublet fermion dark matter model is extended with additional Z2 -odd real singlet
scalars, neutrino masses and mixings can be generated at the one-loop level. In this work, we discuss the
salient features arising from the combination of the two resulting simplified dark matter models. When the
lightest Z2 -odd particle is a scalar singlet, Brðμ → eγÞ could be measurable provided that the singletdoublet fermion mixing is small enough. In this scenario, the new decay channels of vector-like fermions
into scalars can also generate interesting leptonic plus missing transverse energy signals at the LHC. On the
other hand, in the case of doublet-like fermion dark matter, scalar coannihilations lead to an increase in the
relic density which allows one to lower the bound of doublet-like fermion dark matter.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In view of the lack of signals of new physics in strong
production at the LHC, there is a growing interest in
simplified models where the production of new particles is
only through electroweak processes, with lesser constraints
from LHC limits. In particular, there are simple standard
model (SM) extensions with dark matter (DM) candidates,
such as the singlet scalar dark matter (SSDM) model [1–3],
or the singlet-doublet fermion dark matter (SDFDM) model
[4–9]. In this kind of models, the prospects for signals at the
LHC are in general limited because of the softness of final
SM particles coming from the small charged to neutral
mass gaps of the new particles, which is usually required to
obtain the proper relic density. In this sense, the addition of
new particles, motivated for example by neutrino physics,
could open new detection possibilities, either through new
decay channels or additional mixings which increase the
mass gaps.
Along these lines, scotogenic models [10]–which feature
neutrino masses suppressed by the same mechanism that
stabilizes dark matter—have been thoroughly studied with
specific predictions in almost all of the current terrestrial
and satellite detector experiments (for a review see, for
example, Ref. [11]). The simplest models correspond to
extensions of the inert doublet model [12,13] with extra
singlet or triplet fermions. Recently, the full list of 35
scotogenic models with neutrino masses at one loop
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[14,15]1 and at most triplet representations of SUð2ÞL
was presented in Ref. [17] (and partially in Ref. [18]).
The next to simplest scotogenic model is possibly the one
where the role of the singlet fermions is played by singlet
scalars, and the role of the scalar inert doublet is played by a
vector-like doublet fermion. One additional singlet fermion
is required to generate neutrino masses at the one-loop
level. This kind of extension of the singlet dark matter
model is labeled as the model T13A with α ¼ 0 in
Ref. [17]. The extra fermion, which is required in order
to have radiative neutrino masses, can be the singlet in the
SDFDM model.
In the simplest scotogenic model [10], singlet fermion
dark matter is possible but quite restricted by lepton flavor
violation (LFV) [19,20]. In contrast, we will show that in
the present model the region of the parameter space
corresponding to fermion dark matter is well below the
present and near-future constraints on Brðμ → eγÞ.
On the other hand, when the lightest Z2 -odd particle
(LOP) is one of the scalar singlets, in the regions of the
parameter space compatible with constraints from LFV we
could have promising signals at colliders, thanks to the
electroweak production of fermion doublets and possible
large branchings into charged leptons.
The dark matter phenomenology of both the SSDM and
SDFDM models has been extensively studied in the
literature and recently revisited in Ref. [21]. Here, we
consider the possible effect of coannihilations with the
scalar singlets for fermion dark matter. We will see that
these coannihilations tend to increase the relic density of
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The general realization of the Weinberg operator at two loops
has been undertaken in Ref. [16].
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dark matter and may modify the viable parameter space of
the model. Specifically, they allow one to reduce the lower
bound on the mass of the doublet-like dark matter particle
from around 1100 GeV down to about 900 GeV.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we present the model. Our main results are
presented in Secs. III–VI, where we describe the correlation
between the generation of neutrino masses and lepton
flavor violation, new signals at colliders in the case of
scalar dark matter, and new coannihilation possibilities in
the case of singlet-doublet fermion dark matter. Finally, in
Sec. VII we present our conclusions. In the Appendix, we
present the analytic diagonalization formulas for the mass
matrix of neutral fermions.

The particle content of the model consists of two SUð2ÞL
doublets of Weyl fermions R~ u , Rd with opposite hypercharges, one singlet Weyl fermion N of zero hypercharge,
and a set of real scalar singlets Sα also of zero hypercharge.
All of them are odd under one imposed Z2 symmetry, under
which the SM particles are even. The new particle content
is summarized in Table I. The most general Z2 -invariant
Lagrangian is given by
1
L ¼ LSM þ M D ϵab Rad R~ bu − M N NN − hiα ϵab R~ au Lbi Sα
2
~ a R~ bu N þ H:c
− λd ϵab Ha Rbd N − λu ϵab H


1
a b
S
~
ϵ
H
S
S
þ
λ
S
S
S
S
− ðM2S Þαβ Sα Sβ þ λSH
H
α β
αβ ab
αβγδ α β γ δ ;
2
ð1Þ
where Li are the lepton doublets, and we have defined
the new SUð2ÞL doublets in terms of left-handed Weyl
fermions as
Rd ¼

ψ 0L
ψ −L


;

R~ u ¼



−ðψ −R Þ†
ðψ 0R Þ†



pﬃﬃﬃ
and H ¼ ð 0ðh þ vÞ= 2 ÞT as the SM Higgs doublet with
~ ¼ iσ 2 H and v ¼ 246 GeV. In the scalar potential, we
H
assume that the M2S matrix has only positive entries
2
and ðM2S Þαβ þ λSH
αβ v ¼ 0 for α ≠ β, which means Sα are
2
mass eigenstates with masses m2Sα ¼ ðM 2S Þαα þ λSH
αα v and
TABLE I.
Symbol
Sα
N
R~ u ,
Rd

0

MN

B
Mχ ¼ @ −mλ cos β

−mλ cos β
0

mλ sin β

−MD

λ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
λ2u þ λ2d ;

mλ sin β

1

C
−MD A;
0

ð2Þ

where

II. THE MODEL



mSα < mSαþ1 . On the other hand, the Z2 -odd fermion
spectrum is composed of a charged Dirac fermion χ − ¼
ðψ −L ; ψ −R ÞT with a tree-level mass mχ  ¼ M D , and three
Majorana fermions arising from the mixture between the
neutral parts of the SUð2ÞL doublets and the singlet
fermion. By defining the fermion basis through the vector
Ξ ¼ ðN; ψ 0L ; ðψ 0R Þ† ÞT , the neutral fermion mass matrix
reads

λv
mλ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ ;
2

Z2

Spin

(1,0)
(1,0)
ð2; þ1=2Þ
ð2; −1=2Þ

−
−
−
−

0
1=2
1=2
1=2

λu
: ð3Þ
λd

The specific signs on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) were
chosen such that the terms in the mass matrix Mχ follow the
same convention of the bino-Higgsino sector in the
neutralino mass matrix of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM) [22]. This convention facilitates
the comparison between the present study and previous
analyses regarding the bino-Higgsino DM limit of the
MSSM. Such a limiting scenario occurs in the MSSM
when the winos are decoupled from the spectrum and is
accommodated within pﬃﬃthe
SDFDM model when
ﬃ
mλ ¼ mZ sin θW ðλ ¼ g0 = 2Þ. The Majorana fermion mass
eigenstates X ¼ ðχ 1 ; χ 2 ; χ 3 ÞT are obtained through the
rotation matrix N as Ξ ¼ NX such that
NT Mχ N ¼ Mχdiag ;

ð4Þ

with Mχdiag ¼ Diagðmχ1 ; mχ2 ; mχ3 Þ and mχn being the corresponding masses (no mass ordering is implied). In what
follows we assume CP invariance and therefore N can be
chosen real. The analytical diagonalization of the neutral
fermion mass matrix is carried out in the Appendix. For the
subsequent analysis, it will be convenient to have some
approximate expressions in the limit of small doubletfermion mixing (mλ ≪ MD ; M N Þ. Expanding the analytical
expressions for the eigensystem of Eq. (4) given in the
Appendix, up to order m2λ , the fermion masses are

α set of scalars and Weyl fermions of the model.
(SUð2ÞL , Uð1ÞY )

tan β ¼
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mχ1 ¼ M N þ

MD sinð2βÞ þ MN 2
mλ þ Oðm4λ Þ;
M 2N − M 2D

sinð2βÞ þ 1 2
m þ Oðm4λ Þ;
2ðMD − MN Þ λ
sinð2βÞ − 1 2
mχ3 ¼ −M D þ
m þ Oðm4λ Þ:
2ðMD þ M N Þ λ

mχ2 ¼ M D þ

ð5Þ
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Λα ¼

3
1 X
ðN 3n Þ2 mχ n fðmSα ; mχ n Þ:
16π 2 n¼1

ð11Þ

Approximate expressions for the mixing matrix are also
given in the Appendix.

The flavor structure of the neutrino mass matrix Mνij , given
by Eq. (9), allows us to express the Yukawa couplings in
terms of the neutrino oscillation observables (ensuring the
proper compatibility with them) through the Casas-Ibarra
parametrization introduced in Refs. [26,27]. Thus, by using
an arbitrary complex orthogonal rotation matrix R, the
Yukawa couplings hiα are given by

III. ONE-LOOP NEUTRINO MASSES

ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ †
hT ¼ DpΛﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
−1 RD mν U ;

FIG. 1. One-loop Weyl-spinor Feynman rules [29] for the
contributions to the neutrino mass, with three Majorana fermions
(n ¼ 1; 2; 3) and a singlet scalar S.

By assigning a null lepton number to the new fields in
the model2, the only lepton-number-violating term in the
Lagrangian (1) is the one with the coupling hiα . Hence, the
introduction of real singlet scalars allows one to generate
nonzero neutrino masses at the one-loop level through the
diagram shown in Fig. 1. The resulting one-loop neutrino
mass matrix was presented in the interaction basis in
Refs. [15] and [23], and more recently in the limit λd ¼
0 and M N → 0 in Ref. [24]. Instead, we work out the
calculations in the more convenient mass eigenstate basis,
in which the neutrino mass matrix takes the form
3
X hiα hjα X
Mνij ¼ −
ðN 3n Þ2 mχ n B0 ð0; m2χ n ; m2Sα Þ;
2
α 16π n¼1

ð6Þ

where B0 ð0; m2χ n ; m2Sα Þ is the B0 Passarino-Veltman function [25] and ðN mn Þ are matrix elements of the rotation
matrix N. By using the identity
3
X

ðN 3n Þ2 mχn ¼ ðMχ Þ33 ¼ 0;

ð7Þ

n¼1

we obtain the expected cancellation of divergent terms
coming from the mass-independent term in B0 , leading to
the finite neutrino mass matrix
Mνij ¼
¼

3
X hiα hjα X
α

16π 2

ðN 3n Þ2 mχ n fðmSα ; mχ n Þ

ð8Þ

ﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ ¼ Diagðpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
DpΛﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mν1 ; mν2 ; mν3 Þ,
where
Dpm
−1 ¼
ν
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Diagð Λ−1
Λ−1
1 ;
2 ; …Þ and U is the Pontecorvo-MakiNakagawa-Sakata [28] neutrino mixing matrix. Henceforth
we will consider the case of three scalar singlets,
α ¼ 1; 2; 3, where the Yukawa couplings take the form
hiα ¼

ð13Þ
In the above equation, the 3 × 3 matrix R can be cast in terms
of three rotation angles θ23 ; θ13 ; θ12 , which are assumed to be
real. It is worth mentioning that for the case with two scalar
singlets α ¼ 1; 2 a viable scenario is also possible with the
remark that one massless neutrino is obtained. To fully
exploit the generality of the hiα couplings obtained from
Eq. (13), we stick to the case with three scalar singlets.
In summary, the set of input parameters of the model are
the scalar masses mSα , M N , M D , λ, tan β, the lightest
neutrino mass mν1 , and the three rotation angles present in
3
R and λSH
αβ . Without loss of generality we assume the latter
are small, λSH
αβ ≲ 0.01, except for the case of scalar dark
matter where λSH
11 is set to give the proper relic density.
In order to have an approximate expression for Λα in
terms of this set of input parameters, we can use the identity
(7) to obtain
Λα ¼

ð9Þ

α

¼ ðhΛhT Þij ;

ð10Þ

with fðm1 ; m2 Þ ¼ ðm21 ln m21 − m22 ln m22 Þ=ðm21 − m22 Þ, Λ ¼
DiagðΛ1 ; Λ2 ; Λ3 Þ, and
2

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
mν1 Rα1 Ui1 þ mν2 Rα2 U i2 þ mν3 Rα3 Ui3
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
:
Λα

n¼1

X
hiα Λα hjα

If (instead of real singlets) complex singlets were considered,
a conserved lepton number would have been obtained in the
Lagrangian, and in such a case vanishing neutrino masses are
obtained.

ð12Þ

1
fN 2 mχ ½fðmSα ; mχ1 Þ − fðmSα ; mχ3 Þ
16π 2 31 1
þ N 232 mχ2 ½fðmSα ; mχ2 Þ − fðmSα ; mχ3 Þg:

The expression for the matrix elements N 231 at Oðm2λ Þ are
given in the Appendix. Since N 231 and fðmSα ; mχ2 Þ −
fðmSα ; mχ3 Þ are already Oðm2λ Þ, we can use the leadingorder values for the other masses and mixing parameters to
obtain
The couplings λSαβγδ are irrelevant for phenomenological
purposes.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 2 (color online).

tan β dependence of (a) Λa and (b) Brðμ → eγÞ, for the set of input masses in Eq. (15) with λ ¼ 5 × 10−3 .



1
1
χ
χ
2
N 31 MN ½fðmSα ; MN Þ − fðmSα ; M D Þ þ MD ½fðmSα ; m2 Þ − fðmSα ; m3 Þ þ Oðm4λ Þ:
Λα ≈
2
16π 2
With the last two approximate formulas for masses in Eq. (5), and the N 231 mixing in Eq. (A7), we have


M D cos β þ M N sin β 2
2 Λα
16π 2 ≈
MN ½fðmSα ; MN Þ − fðmSα ; M D Þ
M2D − M 2N
mλ

  2

M 2D ½M D sinð2βÞ þ MN 
MD
2
2
M D − mSα log 2 þ 1 þ Oðm2λ Þ:
þ
ðM 2D − M2N ÞðM2D − m2Sα Þ2
mSα

ð14Þ

To illustrate the dependence on tan β of Λα , we consider the following set of input masses (SIM) compatible with singlet
scalar dark matter:
mS1 ¼ 60 GeV;

mS2 ¼ 800 GeV;

mS3 ¼ 1500 GeV;

The results for λ ¼ 5 × 10−3 are shown in Fig. 2(a). For
large values of tan β, the Λα are positive. However, there are
specific values of tan β for which each Λα goes to zero and
turns to negative values, as illustrated by the red lines in the
plot. The specific point with β ¼ π=6 is depicted by the
yellow stars in the figure.
IV. LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION
The size of the LFV is controlled by the lepton-numberviolating couplings hiα . From the approximate expression
for Λα in Eq. (14) and the analysis of the previous section,
we will show that these couplings are inversely related to
the Yukawa coupling strength λ. Since in SDFDM the
observed dark matter abundance is typically obtained for
λ ≳ 0.1 [9], the lepton flavor observables are not expected
to give better constraints than the ones obtained from
direct-detection experiments. Therefore, we will focus our
discussion of LFV in regions of the parameter space where
S1 is the dark matter candidate.
It is well known that LFV processes put severe constraints
on the LFV couplings and, in general, on the model’s

mN ¼ 100 GeV;

mD ¼ 550 GeV:

ð15Þ

parameter space. One of the most restrictive LFV processes
is the radiative muon decay μ → eγ, which in the present
model is mediated by the same particles that are present in
the internal lines of the one-loop neutrino mass diagram. The
corresponding expression for the branching ratio reads
FðM2D =m2Sα Þ  2
3 αem X
Brðμ → eγÞ ¼
h
h2α ; ð16Þ
α 1α
4 16πG2F
m2Sα
where
FðxÞ ¼

x3 − 6x2 þ 3x þ 2 þ 6x ln x
:
6ðx − 1Þ4

ð17Þ

With the implementation of the model in the BSM-TOOLBOX
[30] of SARAH [31,32], we have cross-checked the one-loop
results for both neutrino masses and Brðμ → eγÞ. Moreover,
with the SARAH FLAVORKIT [33], we have also checked that
the most restrictive lepton-flavor-violating process in the
scan, to be described below, is just Brðμ → eγÞ. From
Eqs. (9) and (12), we obtain
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ð18Þ

α

Comparing this result with the corresponding combination
of couplings in the expression for Brðμ → eγÞ in Eq. (16),
we expect that for a set of fixed input masses Brðμ → eγÞ
turns out to be inversely proportional to Λ2α . This is
illustrated in Fig. 2(b) for λ ¼ 5 × 10−3, where the scatter
plot of Brðμ → eγÞ is shown for the same range of tan β
values as the one in Fig. 2(a). In such a case, once hiα are
obtained from the Casas-Ibarra parametrization, the specific
hierarchy of Λα fixes the several contributions to
Brðμ → eγÞ. The dispersion of the points is due to the 3σ
variation of neutrino oscillation data [34] used in the
numerical implementation of the Casas-Ibarra parametrization, along with the random variation of the parameters of
R. The minimum value of Brðμ → eγÞ around tan β ¼ 1
corresponds to the maximum value of Λα , while the
maximum values happen at the cancellation points of each
Λα . In the subsequent analysis, and for a fixed SIM and λ, we
allow for cancellations only by 2 orders of magnitude from
the maximum value of each Λα .
The full scan of the input masses up to 2 TeV, with mS1 >
53 GeV [21] as the dark matter candidate, M D > 100 GeV
to satisfy LEP constraints, and 10−2 ≤ tan β ≤ 102 , gives
rise to the dark gray plus light gray regions in Fig. 3. In
particular, the λ variation for the SIM with β ¼ π=6,
denoted by yellow stars in Fig. 2(a), is illustrated with
the white dots in Fig. 3. The corresponding dashed line is
obtained for the best-fit values of the neutrino oscillation
data and with R fixed to the identity. The horizontal dotted
line in the plot corresponds to the current experimental
bound for Brðμ → eγÞ < 5.7 × 10−13 at 90% C.L. [35].
The upper part of the light gray region is restricted by our
imposition to avoid too strong a cancellation in Λα . For all
of the sets of input masses in the random scan, we check
that this cancellation region always happens when
tan β < 1. In this way, points with tan β > 1 are absent

from the light gray region, as labeled in Fig. 3. For the same
reason, in the dark gray region there are no points with
Λα ≪ Λβ ∼ Λγ ðα ≠ β ≠ γÞ. We can check, for example,
that points with Λ1 ≪ Λ2 < Λ3 are absent inside the dark
gray region of Fig. 3.
The lower part of the dark gray region is saturated by the
values of M D ¼ 2 TeV, and gives rise to the lower bound
λ ≳ 6 × 10−5 . With our restriction on the cancellation of
Λα , points in the scan with λ ≲ 3 × 10−3 can be excluded
from the Brðμ → eγÞ limit.
V. COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY
The LHC phenomenology in the case of the singletdoublet fermion dark matter was already analyzed in
Ref. [21]. They concluded that the recast of the current
LHC data is easier to evade, but the long-run prospects are
promising, since the region MN ; mλ ≪ MD could be probed
up to M D ≲ 600–700 GeV for the 14 TeV run of the LHC
with 3000 fb−1 .
On the other hand, in the case of the singlet scalar dark
matter, the main production processes associated with the
new fermions remain the same, but there are new signals
from the mediation (or the presence in the final decay chains)
of the new scalars. The most promising possibility is the
dilepton plus missing transverse energy signal coming from
the production of charged fermions decaying into leptons
and the lightest scalar. This signal can be important when λ is
not too large, λ ≲ 0.1, and MN ≳ M D . For a fixed set of input
parameters, the random phases in the Casas-Ibarra parametrization can be chosen to have all the possibilities in the
lepton flavor space associated with the coupling hi1 , with
i ¼ e; μ; τ. In view of that, we will focus on the best scenario
where Brðχ  → l S1 Þ ≈ 1 (l ¼ e or μ ). The Feynman
diagram for the processes is displayed in Fig. 4.
The mass of the charged Dirac fermion χ  can be
constrained from dilepton plus missing transverse energy
searches at the LHC. In Ref. [36], this kind of signals
was used by the ATLAS Collaboration to establish bounds
on the slepton masses from the search for pp → ~lþ ~l− →
lþ l− χ~ 0 χ~ 0 , where χ~ 0 are the neutralinos, and the same

FIG. 3 (color online). Brðμ → eγÞ in terms of the Yukawa
coupling strength λ for the SIM in Eq. (15) with β ¼ π=6, and the
general scan described in the text.
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exclusion is reported for l ¼ e or μ. Purely left-handed
sleptons produced and decaying this way have been
excluded up to masses of about 300 GeV at 95% C.L.,
from the data with an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1
and a pp collision energy of 8 TeV. This corresponds to an
excluded cross section of 1.4 fb at next-to-leading order
(NLO) calculated with PROSPINO [37].
In the present model, the charged fermion field may
decay in the mode χ  → e
i S1 which are proportional to the
Yukawa couplings hi1 . Therefore, a similar final state as in
the slepton pair production is obtained through the process
pp → χ þ χ − → lþ l− S1 S1 , as can be seen in Fig. 4.
In this case, the excluded cross section of this process
can be estimated from
σðpp → lþ l− S1 S1 Þ ¼ σðpp → χ þ χ − Þ × Brðχ  → l S1 Þ2 ;
ð19Þ
where σðpp → χ þ χ − Þ is the pair-production cross section
of the charged Dirac fermion, and Brðχ  → l S1 Þ is the
branching fraction for the χ  → l S1 mode.
The pair production of charged Dirac fermions can be
calculated in the pure-Higgsino limit of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model. The NLO cross section
calculated with PROSPINO is displayed in Fig. 5 as a
function of the charged Dirac fermion.
For points in the parameter space where the Casas-Ibarra
solution is chosen such that Brðχ  → l S1 Þ ≈ 1, and
assuming the same efficiency as for the dilepton plus missing
transverse energy signal coming from left sleptons in
Eq. (19), the charged Dirac fermions of the present model
can be excluded up to 510 GeV, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5 (color online). NLO cross section for the charged Dirac
fermion
pair production at the LHC with pp collisions at
pﬃﬃﬃ
s ¼ 8 TeV. The horizontal dashed line for the excluded cross
section of 1.4 fb corresponds to a mass about of 510 GeV, which
is illustrated by the vertical dashed line.

Note that many points in the scan of Fig. 3 with λ ≲ 0.1
and featuring mS1 ≪ MD could be excluded by this LHC
constraint. However, a detailed analysis of the restriction
from Run I of the LHC, in the full parameter space of the
model, is beyond the scope of this work.
VI. SINGLET-DOUBLET FERMION DARK
MATTER
In this model, the role of the dark matter particle can be
played by either the lightest of the fermions χ LOP or the
lightest of the scalars S1 . In the latter case, the present
model resembles the singlet scalar DM model [1–3] as long
as the other Z2 -odd particles do not contribute to the total
annihilation cross section of S1 , namely through the
addition of new (co)annihilation channels. Therefore, by
choosing a nondegenerate mass spectrum and small
Yukawa couplings (which is in agreement with neutrino
masses) the effects of these particles on dark matter can be
neglected. Hence, we expect the dark matter phenomenology to be similar to that of the SSDM [38].
On the other hand, regarding the case of fermion DM, the
present model includes the singlet-doublet fermion DM
model [4–9]. In such a scenario, when the dark matter
candidate is mainly singlet (doublet), the relic density is in
general rather large (small). In particular, a pure doublet
has the proper relic density for MD ∼ 1 TeV [5,9,39] with
decreasing values as MD decreases. Nonetheless, in the
present model we have the additional possibility of coannihilations between the Z2 -odd scalars and fermions. In this
work, we explore to what extent coannihilation with scalars
may allow one to recover pure-doublet DM regions with
MD ≲ 1 TeV and λ ≲ 0.3, while keeping the proper relic
density. Hereafter, we focus on this specific region.
In the simple radiative seesaw model with inert doublet
scalar dark matter, the coannihilations with singlet fermions
can enhance (rather than reduce) the relic density, as shown
in Ref. [40]. That work also presented a review of several
models [41–45] where such an enhancement also occurs. In
particular, supersymmetric models where the neutralino is
Higgsino like were considered in Ref. [45] and it was
shown that slepton coannihilations not only lead to an
increase in the relic density, but also to an enhancement in
the predicted indirect-detection signals. Below, we show
that the singlet scalars can play the role of the sleptons in
our generalization of the Higgsino-like dark matter with
radiative neutrino masses.
The interactions of the scalars Sα are described by the
hiα , λSH
αβ terms in Eq. (1). It turns out that Yukawa
interactions are suppressed by neutrino masses
(hiα ≲ 10−4 ) and the same occurs for the interaction with
−2
the Higgs boson if we impose λSH
αβ ≲ 10 . In this way, the
coannihilating scalars Sα act as parasite degrees of freedom
at freeze-out, leading to an increase of the singlet-doublet
fermion relic density.
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By following the discussion in Ref. [40], the maximum
enhancement of the relic density is achieved when ΔSα ¼
ðmSα − mχLOP Þ=mχLOP becomes negligible. Accordingly, one
can write


g0 þ gSα 2
ΩSα
≈
;
g0
Ω0

2000
Without coannihilations
1 scalar coannihilating
2 scalars coannihilating

1500

ð20Þ
1000

where ΩSα ðΩ0 Þ denotes the relic density with (without) Sα
coannihilations, gSα represents the total number of internal
degrees of freedom related to the scalars participating in the
coannihilation process, and g0 is the total number of
internal degrees of freedom when ΔSα ≫ 1. When the
DM particle is pure doublet (MD ∼ 1 TeV and MN ≫ M D ),
the fermion masses are mχ1 ¼ M N ; mχ2;3 ≈ mχ  ¼ MD , and
therefore g0 ¼ gχ 2 þ gχ 3 þ gχ  ¼ 8. Since each real scalar
has one degree of freedom, we have gSα ¼ 1; 2; 3 depending on the number of scalars coannihilating. Thus, it
follows that the maximum enhancement is ΩSα =Ω0 ¼
1.27; 1.56; 1.89, respectively. This enhancement results
in that—for the present model with doublet-like DM and
λ ≲ 0.3—the MD required to explain the correct relic
density lies in the range [0.9, 1.1] TeV, instead of taking
a single value as in the SDFDM model. The values inside
this range arise due to the lack of mass degeneracy between
the fermions and scalars. In Fig. 6, we show the effect of
coannihilations on the relic density4 of mχLOP for a mass
degeneracy of 0.1 to 10% between scalar singlets and the
DM candidate and for λ ¼ 0.3 and tan β ¼ 2. In particular,
in the light gray region we plot the coannihilations with two
scalars to facilitate the comparison with the results in
Ref. [45] for Higgsino-like dark matter coannihilating with
a right-handed stau (g ≈ 2 in their plots). As expected, the
upper limit in the LOP mass is about 20% smaller with
respect to the case without coannihilation, and we could
expect similar enhancements for indirect DM searches as in
Ref. [45] for g ≈ 2. Note that, when M D ; M N < 1 TeV, the
impact of the Sα coannihilation is reduced because, in such
a case, the dark matter particle is a mixture of singlet and
doublet (well-tempered DM [49]), and the non-negligible
splitting among the fermion particles χ leads to a nonzero
Boltzmann suppression. We have checked that the same
results are obtained when λ ≲ 0.3.
With regard to DM direct detection in the pure-doublet
DM scenario discussed above, it is not restricted by the
current LUX [50] bounds as long as tan β > 0. This is due
to the existence of zones—known as blind spots—where
the spin-independent cross section vanishes identically, and
they occur only for positive values of tan β [9].5 As a
consequence, the recovered pure-doublet DM regions are
4

The relic density is calculated with the BSM-TOOLBOX chain:
3.3.6 [46]- MICROMEGAS 4.1.7 [47,48].
5
Note that tan β > 0 corresponds to tan θ < 0 in the notation of
Ref. [9].
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FIG. 6 (color online). Regions consistent with the observed
relic density for λ ¼ 0.3 and tan β ¼ 2. The solid cyan line
corresponds to the observed relic density without coannihilations,
which were shown to be compatible with the current directdetection bounds from LUX [50] in Ref. [9]. The effect of the
coannihilations with the new scalars is shown for a mass
degeneracy of 0.1 to 10% between the scalars and the DM
candidate. The dark gray region corresponds to coannihilations
with one scalar singlet, while the dark plus light gray regions
correspond to coannihilations with two scalar singlets.

still viable in light of the present results of direct searches
for dark matter.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have combined the SDFDM and SSDM models into a
framework that generates radiative neutrino masses. The
required lepton number violation only happens if the scalars
are real. We have then explored the novel features of the final
model in flavor physics, collider searches, and dark matterrelated experiments. In the case of SSDM, for example, the
singlet-doublet fermion mixing cannot be too small in order
to be compatible with LFV observables like Brðμ → eγÞ,
while in the case of fermion dark matter the LFV constraints
are automatically satisfied. The presence of new decay
channels for the next-to-lightest odd particle opens the
possibility of new signals at the LHC. In particular, when
the singlet scalar is the lightest odd particle and the singletlike Majorana fermion is heavier than the charged Dirac
fermion, the production of the latter yields dilepton plus
missing transverse energy signals. For large enough e or μ
branchings, these signals could exclude charged Dirac
fermion masses of order 500 GeV in Run I of the LHC.
Finally, the effect of coannihilations with the scalar singlets
was studied in the case of doublet-like fermion dark matter.
In that case, it is possible to obtain the observed dark matter
relic density with lower values of the LOP mass.
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Notice that q2 =4 þ p3 =27 < 0 and therefore we have
three real masses mχi ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ.
Expanding the eigensystem in Eq. (4) by assuming that
N 1i ≠ 0, we have

N 2i
N
þ M χ31 3i ¼ −ðM χ11 − mχi Þ;
N 1i
N 1i
N
N
ðMχ22 − mχi Þ 2i þ M χ32 3i ¼ −Mχ12 ;
N 1i
N 1i
N
N
M χ23 2i þ ðMχ33 − mχi Þ 3i ¼ −Mχ13 ;
N 1i
N 1i
M χ21

APPENDIX: ANALYTIC FORMULAS FOR
MASSES AND MIXING MATRIX
OF NEUTRAL FERMIONS
The characteristic equation of the mass matrix (2) is [9]6
½ðMχdiag Þ2ii − M 2D ½M N − ðM χdiag Þii 

where

1
þ m2λ ½ðM χdiag Þii þ MD sin 2β ¼ 0:
2


 2  2 −1=2
N 2i
N 3i
N 1i ¼ 1 þ
þ
:
N 1i
N 1i

The solutions to the cubic equation in ðM χdiag Þii are
mχ1 ¼ z2 þ

MN
;
3

mχ2 ¼ z1 þ

MN
;
3

mχ3 ¼ z3 þ

MN
;
3
ðA1Þ

where
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1=3 
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ1=3

q
q2 p3
q
q2 p3
z1 ¼ − þ
þ − −
;
þ
þ
2
2
4 27
4 27
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z1
z21 q
þ ;
z2 ¼ − þ
2
4 z1
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z1
z21 q
þ ;
z3 ¼ − −
2
4 z1
1
p ¼ − M2N − ðM2D þ m2λ Þ;
3
2
1
q ¼ − M 3N − M N ðM 2D þ m2λ Þ
27
3
þ ½M N M2D − m2λ sinð2βÞMD :

N 2i
m cos β M ½mχi ðM N − mχi Þ þ m2λ cos β2 
¼− λ χ þ D
;
mi
N 1i
mχi mλ ðmχi sin β þ M D cos βÞ
N 3i
½mχ ðM − mχi Þ þ m2λ cos β2 
¼ − i Nχ
:
mλ ðmi sin β þ MD cos βÞ
N 1i

ðA2Þ

ðA4Þ

By using the analytical expressions for the mixing ratios
of Eq. (A4) with the approximate eigenvalues (5) in
Eq. (A3), we obtain

½M 2D þ M2N þ 2MD MN sinð2βÞm2λ
þ Oðm4λ Þ;
ðM2D − M 2N Þ2

½sinð2βÞ þ 1m2λ
þ Oðm4λ Þ;
2ðMN − MD Þ2

N 213 ¼ −
6

Using the matrix Mχ given in Eq. (2), we get the ratios

1. Approximate mixing matrix

N 211 ¼ 1 −
N 212 ¼

ðA3Þ

½sinð2βÞ − 1m2λ
þ Oðm4λ Þ;
2ðM D þ M N Þ2

The analytic formulas for the neutralino masses and the neutralino mixing matrix were analyzed in Ref. [51].
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N 222 ¼
N 223 ¼
N 231
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m2λ ðsin βM D þ cos βMN Þ2
þ Oðm4λ Þ;
ðM 2N − M 2D Þ2
1 m2λ ðsin β þ cos βÞ½cos βM N − sin βðM N
−
2
4MD ðM N − M D Þ2
1 m2λ ðcos β − sin βÞ½sin βð2M D þ MN Þ þ
þ
2
4M D ðM D þ M N Þ2

− 2MD Þ
cos βM N 

þ Oðm4λ Þ;
þ Oðm4λ Þ;

ðA6Þ



MD cos β þ MN sin β 2 2
¼
mλ þ Oðm4λ Þ;
M 2N − M2D

N 232 ¼

1 ½MN sin β − ðMN − 2M D Þ cos βðcos β þ sin βÞ 2
−
mλ þ Oðm4λ Þ;
2
4M D ðMN − MD Þ2

N 233 ¼

1 ½MN sin β þ ðM N þ 2MD Þ cos βðcos β − sin βÞ 2
−
mλ þ Oðm4λ Þ:
2
4M D ðMN þ M D Þ2

ðA7Þ

In particular, with Eq. (5) and the expressions for N 23i, the identity (7) is satisfied up to terms of order Oðm4λ Þ.
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